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Faith is a controversial Point. 
 

Emotional Faith and Intelligent Faith – there are a huge 
difference.    

 
When faith is high the problems are easily vanquished, but when faith 

is dropping even the small contrarieties are enormous.  
When someone have a emotional faith believe that their merit is 

considered to see their request attended, but the experience proof us 
that not even it will be succeed. This make clear why a person who 

never have merit can see accomplished their beg addressed to God; 
Every man have sins – I have a sin, a priest has a sin, our mothers 

have their sins, but the intelligent faith is that who all of us should 
maintain in our hearts, we absolute believe that the stuffs will work 

exactly we had planned; In the intelligent faith we have a belief that 

God will accomplish His promises, in this case we have no doubt that 
all we ask for God will be happen! So, for this reason you can realize 

that merit is not the only way to receive whatever you want, or 
whatever you beg for our Celestial Father, just because we are in 

different degree of understanding, in different degree of evolution, and 
since God had been created His universal Laws they was made for all 

of us, because all of us are sons of the same Father, with the same 
rights and duties. So, the intelligent faith recommends those who want 

to see their desires attended, that they should use their imagination - 
imagination is summarily important, they should become to imagine 

that what they need and it can be a new opportunity of job, a financial 
difficulty, or maybe an illness to be succeeded, then they have to 

figure out the situation and the benefit already was achieved. 
 You can use imagination for good or bad things, if you maintain 

a mental atmosphere of fear, fear to be poor; to lose everything, fear 

of disease, these kinds of thoughts can be use against your wills 
causing whatever your imagination created.  Fortunately, only one 

positive thought can extinguish a lot of imagination’s negativities.  
 When you decide to use Intelligent Faith, you become to 

discover you are using a Universal Law – Imagination and repetition, 
what means to say you are not asking for a miracle, but you are in 

possession of a natural process of Universe’s response. When you 
imagine and repeat for a lot of times the same affirmation or petition, 

the Universe respond at the same direction, if you don’t have any 
doubt that it will be! 

 
 

Rinaldo De Santis. 
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